Abstract This paper presents the architecture of the highthroughput compensator and the interpolator used in the motion estimation of the H.265/HEVC encoder. The architecture can process 898 blocks in each clock cycle. The design allows the random order of checked coding blocks and motion vectors. This feature makes the architecture suitable for different search algorithms. The interpolator embeds 64 multiplierless reconfigurable filter cores to support computations for different fractional-pel positions. Synthesis results show that the design can operate at 200 and 400 MHz when implemented in FPGA Arria II and TSMC 90 nm, respectively. The computational scalability enables the proposed architecture to trade the throughput for the compression efficiency. If 2160p@30fps video is encoded, the design clocked at 400 MHz can check about 100 motion vectors for 898 blocks.
Introduction
The latest research and standardization efforts in video coding have lead to the specification of the H.265/HEVC standard [1, 2] . In terms of the rate-distortion efficiency, it provides the improvement of about 35-50 % over its predecessor H.264/AVC [3] at the price of increased computational complexity. Although the general structure of encoder and decoder remains the same, there are many changes in the algorithm of each module. In the case of the subpixel motion estimation and compensation, the size of prediction blocks can be selected from 894/498 to 64964. Also, there are new interpolation schemes to compute fractional-pel positions. Compared to H.264/ AVC, the new interpolation provides the improvement of inter coding by 0.144 dB, on average [4] . H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC standards employ fractional-sample interpolation of reference pictures with the quarter-pixel accuracy. The H.264/AVC standard uses six-tap luma filtering of half-pel positions followed by linear interpolation for quarter-pel positions. Chroma samples are computed by weighed interpolation of four closest integerpel samples. In H.265/HEVC, seven-tap and eight-tap filters are used for the luma interpolation of half-pel and quarter-pel positions, respectively. Chroma samples are computed using four-tap filters. Filter coefficients are provided in Table 1 .
Design and implementation of digital filters is a thoroughly explored issue, especially for small-tap filters. Moreover, digital signal processors are well suited for high-speed filtering since their architectures are adjusted to vector and matrix computations using many parallel multiply-and-accumulate units. Nevertheless, computational resources of processors are often not sufficient to support compression-efficient encoding, especially for high resolutions. Therefore, dedicated hardware accelerators are necessary.
Except one design [5] , architectures for the motion estimation consist of two parts assigned to the integer-pel and fractional-pel search [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This approach requires separate reference-pixel buffers for each part. The integerpel part usually applies the hierarchical strategies to extend the search range, which involves quality losses. Most architectures use non-adaptive search patterns and their resource consumption is large [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The architecture supporting Multipoint Diamond Search proposed in [11] requires less resource. However, it supports only 16916 blocks, limiting the compression efficiency.
Some high-throughput interpolators have been proposed in the literature for H.264/AVC [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Their scheduling assumes two successive steps, one for the half-pel interpolation and another for the quarter-pel interpolation. This approach is natural in terms of the specification of quarterpel computations which refer to the results of half-pel computations. This dataflow cannot be applied directly in H.265/HEVC since quarter-pel samples are computed using separate filters. In particular, more filters are needed in the second step. Furthermore, the hardware cost increases due to a larger number of filter taps and much higher throughputs required (more partitioning modes). Some interpolator architectures have been described in publications [12] [13] [14] [15] . They achieve throughputs suitable for video resolutions from 1080 to 4320p. Their scheduling assumes that interpolation is performed only around one point selected at the integer-pel stage for a given prediction unit. This limits the search flexibility and scalability. Moreover, three designs [12] [13] [14] are based on the assumption that the size of prediction units is selected. If the processing of more sizes has to be performed, the throughput is decreased accordingly. One design [15] supports three prediction block sizes (16916, 32932, and 64964). On the other hand, it consumes a large amount of hardware resources. In general, obtaining a compressionefficient and high-throughput implementation requires more hardware resources and increases power consumption. Therefore, there is a need for solutions optimizing these parameters.
This work presents the high-throughput architecture of the compensator and the interpolator dedicated to the H.265/HEVC encoder. Similarly to the previous work dedicated to H.264/AVC [5] , the modules can check one motion vector for an 898 block in each clock cycle. This feature makes the architecture suitable for different fast search algorithms as the order of motion vectors does not affect the architecture. Moreover, the computational scalability enables the tradeoff between the throughput for the compression efficiency. The present work has three novel contributions. Firstly, the fine-level search range is extended, whereas the memory cost is reduced. Secondly, the interpolation for a given prediction block can be performed in parallel with the integer-pel search. Thirdly, the proposed reconfigurable filter core for H.265/HEVC can process both luma and chroma.
The proposed dataflow reduces the size of on-chip memories 16 times while preserving the random order of checked coding blocks and fractional-accuracy motion vectors. The interpolator embeds 64 multiplierless reconfigurable filter cores to support computations for different fractional-pel positions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews previous developments on the hardware design of the adaptive motion estimation. Section 3 describes the new architecture of the motion estimation system for H.265/HEVC. Scheduling of the interpolation is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 concentrates on the design of the reconfigurable filter core used in the interpolator. Section 6 provides implementations results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 7.
Design for adaptive motion estimation
The adaptive computationally scalable motion estimation algorithm allows the H.264/AVC encoders to achieve efficiencies close to optimal in real-time conditions [16] . The algorithm can employ different search strategies to adapt to local motion activity, and the number of checked search points is set by the encoder controller for each macroblock. The algorithm can achieve results close to optimum even if the number of search points assigned to macroblocks is strongly limited and varies with time. The block diagram of the architecture supporting the adaptive computationally scalable motion estimation at the fine level [5] is depicted in Fig. 1 . For clarity, the coarse-level engine is omitted. Note that the coarse level in the hierarchical motion estimation enables a wider search range at the lower accuracy of motion vectors. The architecture includes the interpolator and the motion vector generator. The remaining elements build the compensator. The design allows the adaptive search for both integer-pel and fractional-pel positions as the interpolated pixels are loaded to 64 on-chip memories along with integer-pel ones. Particularly, the interpolator processes the reference area prior to the search algorithm performed by the motion vector generator and the compensator. Each memory keeps every eighth sample both in the horizontal and vertical dimension, and each fraction-pel sample is stored in the same memory as its closest top-left integer neighbor. In general, samples for a given MV can belong to four adjacent 898 blocks (see Fig. 2a samples between block positions in the horizontal and vertical dimension to restore their space consistency (see Fig. 2c, d ).
Original pixels and intra predictions are buffered in the same memories as the interpolated reference area. As a consequence, the joint size of the memories is significant even when the search range is small. For example, each of the 64 memory modules needs 16k bits when using one reference frame and the search range of [-8, 7] in both dimensions. In the case of the H.265/HEVC encoder, the memory capacity would be much greater since the processing on 16916-pixel macroblocks is replaced by coding tree units with sizes up to 64964 pixels. Taking into account the wider search range of [-32, 31] in both dimensions, the memory capacity could be increased 16 times. If the architecture is restricted to the luma component, the increase can be reduced to four. However, such a design still would be inefficient in terms of silicon area and power consumption. The interpolator developed for the considered H.265/HEVC architecture is about three to four times more complex [4] than that used in H.264/AVC. This increase stems from the greater number and order of interpolation filters applied.
New architecture
The dataflow is modified to reduce the memory capacity in the H.265/HEVC adaptive ME system described in the previous section. Instead of storing interpolated pixels in the memories, the architecture can compute fractional-pel samples after reading integer-pel ones from the memories. For a given search range, this approach decreases the memory space assigned to luma samples 16 times. The interpolated area of each chroma component occupies the same memory space as luma one regardless of the chroma subsampling format. If the interpolation is performed after reading (as in the modified architecture), the reduction of the memory space for chroma is greater than for luma. Particularly, the 4:2:0 video format enables the 64-fold reduction. The lower memory cost allows wider search ranges, subsequently removing the need for the hierarchical search.
The proposed architecture embeds 64 memory modules to store the 2569160 reference pixels (luma and chroma). Instead of the ping-pong scheme, data access is based on 'moving windows', as shown in Fig. 3 . The memory space is divided into four subspaces each of which has the size of 649160 pixels. One of the subspaces is assigned to the write port, whereas the remaining ones to the read port. The assignment is fixed until the processing for a given coding tree unit is in progress. When the motion estimation for the next coding tree unit is started, the windows are moved right by 64 pixels (the width of one subspace). The subspace assigned to the write port is filled with reference pixels which become the part of the search area for the next three coding tree units. In the meantime, the read port is used to access the search area. The size of the 1929160-pixel area assigned to the read port enables the search range of (-64, 63) 9 (-48, 47).
In the adaptive computationally scalable motion estimation system applied for the H.264/AVC [5] , original and reference 898 blocks are read alternately from the same memories. This dataflow is inconvenient for high-resolution videos since the throughput is limited by memory access. In the proposed architecture, separate memories for original and reference pixels allow a doubled access rate. If MVs are checked for the same 898 blocks continuously, the memory with original samples should remain unchanged. This gives the opportunity to reduce power consumption.
The interpolation using reference samples read from memories has a significant impact on the architecture of the adaptive ME system, which is depicted in Fig. 4 . The main path of the compensator bypasses the interpolator and can support the integer-pel motion estimation with the throughput of one 898 block per clock cycle. For fractional-pel luma, two or four 898 blocks Fig. 3 The assignment of the write and read ports to memory subspaces in the 'moving widows' scheme are forwarded to the interpolator in successive clock cycles. The interpolated blocks appear at the interpolator output after a number of clock cycles. The delay is dependent on the interpolation type, as described in the following section.
The general architecture of the interpolator is depicted in Fig. 5 . To process blocks of 898 samples, the interpolator embeds 64 reconfigurable filters. The reconfiguration allows the computation of four fractional-pel positions (e.g., 0, 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4) for both luma and chroma samples. The filters take samples from 1598 input registers. Register control is accomplished by a set of multiplexers. Firstly, data kept in input registers remain unchanged if the interpolation is performed for either horizontally or vertically neighboring fractional samples in consecutive clock cycles. Secondly, chroma samples are written to the input register through shifting by two horizontal/vertical positions. Thirdly, if a motion vector has both components with non-zero fractions, the feedback loop is selected as the input to registers after the horizontal processing. Fourthly, 898 blocks at the input and output interfaces can be transposed to select between the horizontal and vertical interpolation.
Scheduling
Interpolation filters specified in H.265/HEVC refer up to eight samples located in row/column at neighboring pixel positions. Apart from the corresponding integer-pel position, three preceding and four following samples are accessed. Thus, the 1D horizontal and vertical interpolations can be accomplished with access to the 1598 and 8915 areas, respectively. To access the area in the same clock cycle, the interpolator architecture embeds 1598 input 16-bit registers. Provided that 898 blocks appear at the interpolator input, two cycles are taken to load the registers. The blocks are taken from the main datapath in the compensator, and their location can be identified by specific motion vectors, as shown in Fig. 6 . For the convenience, the following description will refer to motion vector differences (MVDs) from the integer-pel position around which the fractional-pel search is executed. If the compensator provides two adjacent 898 blocks obtained for MVDs equal to (-3, 0) and (5, 0), the interpolator can compute MVDs equal to (0, 1/4), (0, 1/2), and (0, 3/4). The two accessed blocks allow the horizontal extension required by filters. Decrementing the horizontal MV The 2D interpolation of an 898 luma block requires access to the 15915 area due to the extension by three and four positions in both dimensions. Therefore, the compensator must provide four adjacent reference 898 blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . MVDs shown in the figure allow the interpolation for fractional-pel positions located on the bottom-right side of the integer-pel search centre (positive fractions). The computation for other sides is possible by decrementing one or both MVD components. The horizontal interpolation is executed separately for upper and lower blocks for a selected horizontal fraction (hf). Two vertically adjacent 898 blocks are computed and used in the following vertical phase. As the wiring between input registers and the filter array is fixed to support the horizontal processing, the transposition is applied before (the feedback) and after (final result) the vertical interpolation.
The example of the fractional-pel search pattern is shown in Fig. 8 . In the first phase, only 1D processing is used. The remaining phases involve the 2D interpolation. The timing diagram of 1D and 2D interpolations is depicted in Figs. 9 and 10 , respectively. In the first case, the architecture computes 12 fractional-pel positions forming the cross pattern (squares in Fig. 8) . Results appear at the interpolator output three clock cycles after the second 898 block at the input. The delay stems from three pipeline/register stages embedded in the datapath. Based on two 898 input blocks, three fractional-pel positions are computed in successive clock cycles. When blocks for the three positions are released, next two input blocks appear at the input. In this case, residuals are computed for blocks released from the interpolator output rather than from the integer-pel datapath of the compensator. Therefore, providing input blocks to the interpolator involves two additional clock cycles only at the beginning of the 1D interpolation. Although input blocks are determined for the interpolator, they can also be utilized to check corresponding integer-pel positions. Figure 10 depicts the 2D interpolation for luma and chroma. The architecture performs the horizontal and vertical processing in two consecutive phases. In the first phase for luma, four adjacent 898 blocks included in the 16916 area are loaded into the 1598 input register in four clock cycles. When each of the two block pairs is written, the horizontal interpolation is started. 1D results appear at the filter output with the two-cycle delay. They are fed back to input registers. The vertical interpolation starts when both results are written into input registers. 898 predictions appear at the interpolator output with a twocycle delay. Three vertically neighboring fractional-pel positions can be computed in successive clock cycles. The interpolation for chroma (4:2:0) differs from that for luma. Only one 898 is received at the beginning. It is sufficient to compute the 494 fractional-pel output. The input block is obtained for the MVD equal to (-1, -1) and must be written to registers with a shift by two horizontal positions. This operation adjusts the input domain to active filter taps, as access to two left register columns is required only for luma. The analogous operation is accomplished while feeding the registers before the vertical processing. Only four columns of the filter array are used due to the smaller size of the output block. Moreover, the bottom row of filters is also not utilized. Therefore, the architecture employs only 497 filters supporting the chroma interpolation.
The 1D and 2D interpolation introduces the delay between receiving of input blocks and releasing of fractional-pel results. In the meantime, data appearing in the main path of the compensator bypass the interpolator. Such data are in grey in Figs. 9 and 10. Since the integer-pel path in the compensator does not communicate with the interpolator, corresponding clock cycles can be utilized to check some integer-accuracy motion vectors for other prediction blocks. Such interleaved processing requires the two-thread motion vector generator.
Reconfigurable filter structure
Interpolation filters specified in H.265/HEVC have seven or eight taps as shown in Table 1 . The hardware architecture can map each tap into a separate multiplier with results summed by three-level adder tree (see Fig. 11 ). If the design must work at high frequencies, the filter structure should be pipelined. Successive pipeline stages should be balanced in terms of critical path delays. The most obvious approach is to place registers after the multiplications and between particular tree stages. As signal delays in carry chains of cascaded arithmetic circuits overlap to a large extent, the number of stages can be limited and balanced with the stage having the longest path (e.g., multiplication).
FPGA devices usually have DSP units dedicated to filter implementations. Such units embed multipliers, adder trees, and internal pipeline registers allowing the operation at high frequencies. Such resources enable the straightforward implementation of the fractional sample interpolation. Apart from high speed, implementations based on DSP units utilize few general-purpose resources such as logic elements. However, the number of DSP units in FPGA devices is limited, and they can be utilized in other modules of the H.265/HEVC encoder, i.e., the forward/inverse transform and the (de)quantization. Therefore, the implementation based on regular logic elements can better fit FPGA resources. In ASIC implementations, the incorporation of regular multipliers is inefficient when coefficients are constant or limited to a narrow set of values. A better approach is to design adder/subtractor trees with dataflow reconfigured by multiplexers. This approach can also be used in FPGA devices when there is insufficient availability of DSP units. The multiplexers can change the actual filter coefficients by shifting and switching between the intermediate branches of the tree. For example, it is possible to add samples corresponding to the same coefficient values at the first stage (the property of symmetrical filters). In general, there are many possible filter implementations based on the adder/subtractor tree. However, preferred solutions should minimize the amount of utilized resources. The design of particular filters exploits some wellknown optimization techniques. Firstly, filter coefficients which are equal to a power of two do not require multiplication circuits as hardwired-shifting can yield the result. Secondly, multiplications are equivalent to additions/subtractions of the same sample up-shifted by different position numbers. Thirdly, an input sample or intermediate results can be directed to different adder/ subtractor nodes to balance the tree. Fourthly, the reconfiguration of the filter coefficients can be realized by multiplexing. Fifthly, when two filters have the same coefficient values with the inverted order, it is possible to share resources by changing the assignment of the input samples with multiplexers. Figure 12 depicts the proposed structure of the reconfigurable filter based on the adder/subtractor tree. The fullfeatured filter embeds 22 adders/subtractors at two pipeline stages. If only luma is supported, the number of adders/ subtractors is decreased to 17. The dataflow is reconfigured by five types of multiplexers:
• NI multiplexers select between non-inverted and inverted order of input samples. This selection allows the same dataflow for filter pairs with the mirrored order of coefficients. In particular, the I input is active when processing element implements the 3/4 luma filter or the 5/8, 6/8, or 7/8 chroma filters. Otherwise, the N input is selected.
• OE multiplexers are utilized only for chroma to select between odd (O) and even (E) numerators of fractionalpel positions. The O input is selected when the circuit is configured as the 1/8, 3/8, 5/8, or 7/8 filters. Otherwise, the E input is selected.
• HQ multiplexers select between half-and quarter-pel configurations. The H input is selected when the circuit is configured as the half-pel luma filter or the 3/8, 4/8, or 5/8 chroma filters. Otherwise, the Q input is selected.
• LC multiplexers select between luma (L) and chroma (C) interpolation modes.
• The SAT multiplexer accomplishes the saturation of the final result to avoid overflow and underflow.
Interpolation filters in H.265/HEVC involve the increase of the output bit accuracy to avoid underflow and overflow. In extreme cases, the output requires additional seven bits compared to the input accuracy. Additionally, the sign bit must be taken into account. Therefore, 16 bits are needed to represent samples after the 1D interpolation before the rounding operation. In the second phase of the 2D interpolation on 16-bit signed data, the output accuracy is increased by seven bits to 23 bits. Consecutive stages of the adder/subtractor tree gradually increase the range to 23 bits at the 2D output. To keep the same output range for the 1D and 2D processing, eight-bit integer-pel samples are written to input registers before the interpolation with shifting up by six bit positions.
Implementation results
The architecture of the compensator and the interpolator is specified in VHDL and verified with the HM 13 reference model [2] . The synthesis is performed for FPGA and ASIC technologies using the Altera Quartus II software (ver. 12.0) and Synopsys Design Compiler (ver. 2012.06-SP5), respectively. Particularly, FPGA synthesis is performed for Aria II GX FPGA devices (speed grade 4), whereas TSMC 90 nm is selected as the ASIC technology. Implementation results are summarized in Table 2 . As can be seen, the main contribution to the resource consumption is from the interpolator, which embeds 64 reconfigurable filter cores. The full-featured filter needs 488 ALUTs and 4524 gates for FPGA and ASIC technologies, respectively. If only luma is supported, the resources are decreased significantly
Fig . 11 Straightforward architecture of the 8-tap interpolation filter to 325 ALUTs and 3452 gates. The joint resource consumption for the compensator and the interpolator is close to that for the whole motion estimation system since the motion vector generator is expected to utilize less logic [5] . For the ASIC technology, the design can operate at the frequency of 400 MHz. This performance enables the encoder to allocate about 400 and 100 clock cycles per each 898 block for 1080p@30fps and 2160p@30fps, respectively. One motion vector (integer-pel or fractionalpel) can be checked almost in each clock cycle. The compression efficiency of this approach will depend on the search algorithm accomplished by the motion vector generator. The estimated power consumption of the ASIC implementation is equal to 11.4 and 244.2 mW for the interpolator and the compensator, respectively. The high power consumption of the compensator is caused by memories keeping reference pixels. The compensator incorporates 64 two-port memory modules to store reference pixels. Each module has the size of 1kB. This capacity allows the search range of (-64, 63) 9 (-48, 48) for both luma and chroma. Wider ranges are possible at the cost of the increased memory size. The original pixels are stored in a separate memory of a capacity of 12 kB.
Byun et al. [10] presented the H.265/HEVC integer-pel full search architecture supporting all prediction unit sizes at the range of (-32, 31) 9 (-32, 31). The design consumes 3.56 Mgates and 23 kB memories. The hardware cost of the motion estimation system described in this paper is much smaller even if the motion vector generator would be several times more complex than that developed for H.264/AVC [5] . Moreover, the search range is wider. Low-power integer-pel design was proposed by Sanchez et al. [11] . Its resource consumption is relatively low (50k gates and 82k bit memories). However, it supports only 16916 blocks and a narrow search range, which does not exploit the compression potential of H.265/HEVC.
The proposed architecture for H.265/HEVC interpolator is compared with other designs in Tables 3 and 4 . The tables include implementation results for our previous architecture [4] generating fractional-pel samples before storing them into 64 on-chip memories. Although the proposed architecture needs more resources in the interpolator, it significantly reduces the size of the memories in the compensator, as described in Sect. 3. The maximal working frequency of the proposed architecture is the highest within the ASIC comparison. Three implementations [12] [13] [14] offer lower parallelism. As a consequence, declared throughputs are achieved when the size of the prediction unit is selected prior to the interpolation. One design supports 4320p@30fps video with the interpolation for three prediction unit sizes (64964, 32932, and 16916). On the other hand, it consumes a large amount of resources, and its design efficiency is the lowest. Moreover, adapted simplifications involve quality losses. Only one of the architectures [13] has a significantly better design efficiency (parallelism/resources). However, it requires additional memories and the control logic. Most referred designs support only the luma interpolation [12, 14, 15] . One ASIC design [15] implements filters specified in Working Draft 3. The FPGA implementation proposed by Afonso et al. [12] achieves a high frequency due to deep pipelining and the better device. The proposed architecture can also be modified to operate at higher frequencies by the insertion of registers. This modification would not increase the logic resources since at least one flip-flop is embedded in each ALUT. The proposed architecture can support many search algorithms owing to the flexibility in the order of checked motion vectors. Therefore, the compression efficiency depends on the selected algorithm and the number of clock cycles assigned to particular coding tree units. To estimate the efficiency achievable with the architecture, the reference model HM13 is used for the low-delay configuration defined in Common Test Conditions. Five 1080p sequences [19] are evaluated with 50 frames and TZ Search. The software is modified to model a limited number of checked integer-pel motion vectors. The limitation is set to 50 or 100 for each 898 prediction block. The first corresponds to the half of clock cycles allocated in the case of the 2160p video coding. The remaining cycles can be utilized for the subpixel estimation, chroma, and additional estimation for larger prediction units. For larger prediction blocks, only common motion vectors checked for four smaller prediction blocks are taken into account. The reference scenario has no limitations on the number of checked motion vectors. Evaluation results are summarized in Table 5 in terms of Bjontegaard Delta Rate [20] . Although losses in the compression efficiency are not large, there is a space to develop more robust search algorithm. In particular, the correlation between smaller prediction blocks should be utilized to obtain more predictions for larger blocks.
The real-time H.265/HEVC encoding of 1080p videos can also be obtained using the parallel processing on CPU and GPU platforms [17, 18] . On the other hand, the compression efficiency of such implementations is significantly lower compared to the HM reference software (0.7-0.92 dB). 
Conclusion
The architecture of the compensator and the interpolator is developed for the H.265/HEVC adaptive motion estimation. The design performs interpolation on reference pixels read from on-chip memories. This allows much wider search ranges and reduced memory sizes. The design achieves the high utilization of hardware resources, thanks to interleaving of integer-and fractional-pel computations. The design can check about 100 motion vectors for each 898 block when encoding 2160p@30fps video at the 400 MHz. Future research will concentrate on the development of an efficient search strategy able to support different prediction block sizes.
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